Using Low-cost computer-based simulations in the Spanish National Transplant Procedures
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Abstract—Spain holds a worldwide privileged position with extraordinary rates of organ deceased donation resulting from an organizational approach known as the “Spanish Model”. The Spanish National Transplant Organization (ONT) is making a continuous effort to improve its teaching methods and to share its knowledge with other countries.

This study describes the use of low-cost computer-based simulations covering two key procedures of the organ deceased donation process managed by the ONT central office. The goal of these simulations is to increase the awareness of other health care professionals involved in the process and to support the ONT instructional approach.

After ONT experts’ validation, these simulations were used by 90 trainees for practicing after a short theoretical presentation of the procedures. Students gave their opinions in a short survey where they confirmed that the simulations helped them establish a better comprehension of the processes. These simulations are now part of the ONT instructional material.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Spain has reached the highest rate of organ deceased donation in the world on a nation-state basis, namely 33–35 donors per million population (pmp) during recent years. The excellent deceased donation rates achieved are the result of the so-called Spanish Model on Organ Donation and Transplantation[1]. This is an organizational approach to guarantee that opportunities for organ deceased donation are properly identified and that potential organ donors are converted into actual donors. One of the key elements of this model is its continuous professional training targeted to all professionals involved directly or indirectly in the process of organ donation through dedicated courses focused on the procedural steps of the said process. These necessarily include steps mainly dependent on the Spanish National Transplant Organization (ONT). As a worldwide leader, ONT is making an effort to share this knowledge with other countries and institutions around the world, which further increases the training demand on the limited number of ONT staff.

Computer-based simulations are becoming recognized as an adequate medium for teaching and training in general [2]. The use of computer-based simulations yields multiple benefits [3–5]: a) Simulation and game-like simulations promote active learning [6] and learning-by-doing, which make them an adequate learning tool in medical education [7–10]; b) Because this training is computer-simulated, it is risk-free in terms of human life [11], [12]; c) It addresses the need to minimize costs [13]; d) It is less constrained by the availability of medical facilities and reduces the pressure on the expert trainers; and e) It provides the learner with an objective assessment and immediate feedback [14]. The effectiveness of computer simulations in the area of medical teaching and learning has been demonstrated in different areas [15–18].

In an attempt to reinforce and systematize its instructional approach, ONT developed two computer-based simulations on the management of organ deceased donation. The aim of this paper is to describe the development of these computer-based simulations. Additionally, to analyze users’ perception of these simulations, they were tested on a group of 90 trainees who then gave their opinions on the contribution of these simulations, their interaction while playing, and the kind of improvements that could be made.

II. MATERIAL AND METHODS

Simulations were developed using the eAdventure platform [19], a trainer-oriented game development platform that facilitates game and simulation development and their integration into the learning process while at the same time reducing technical and cost constraints [20, 21]. This platform is an authoring tool for creating point-and-click adventure games or game-like simulations, where the player has to
interact with different objects within the scenes to make progress while playing. A content-centric development process [22] was followed as the development methodology. The eAdventure platform and the proposed development process have been previously used successfully to create game-like simulations in the medical domain [23].

A. Creating the simulations

Using as a baseline the documents describing ONT procedures, an initial simulation script to drive the game-like simulation development was created. Two different stakeholders took part in the creation of this script: the domain experts, corresponding to ONT nursing personnel; and the programmers of the simulations, corresponding to developers of the Department of Software Engineering and Artificial Intelligence of the Complutense University of Madrid.

Simulations were based on teaching cases selected by ONT nurses among all potential donors notified to ONT, so as to select the most representative ones [24]. Ten teaching cases were selected from real potential donor cases, covering what ONT expert nurses considered to be more than 70% of the most common situations. In order to keep anonymity as defined by law, personal data was anonymized and some additional information modified to avoid traceability, but without altering the logic of the case and that of the process.

After the creation of this script, an early prototype of the simulations was produced. First versions were simply executable mockups to ensure that the information had been properly acquired and that these educational games represented what was expected. Hence, ONT’s expert nurses played the simulations. They were then modified based on the mistakes detected and validated again until they were believed to closely replicate real life cases [25].

Game elements like timers and other types of distractions that indeed are commonplace in the daily work life of the ONT were also included in an effort to make the simulation as true to real life as possible. At the end of each simulation, the player obtains a self-evaluation report showing player performance (including details about the errors made) and a final mark. This evaluation report can also be sent to the trainers for review.

B. Analyzing user opinion

To analyze user opinion, simulations were used by ONT in a dedicated workshop at a training course for transplant coordinators, the Transplant Procurement Management Course in Barcelona, in February 2013, with trainees divided into several small groups.

Each group went through a complete simulation with one predetermined donor case following the instructions of the trainer. Each group simultaneously received the theoretical explanation of the processes for the first time while performing the simulations.

Afterwards, the students used the simulations again, this time without guidance and with different donor cases, in order to assess whether they had properly understood the processes.

Trainees completed a short survey after the workshop with three open questions.

III. RESULTS

A. Simulations

The first simulation represents the process of organ and donor evaluation. The student is asked to analyze an incoming donor case and determine whether or not each organ is suitable for transplantation. To do so, the student has to identify which information is relevant for the evaluation of donor and organ suitability. During the simulation, any missing data can block the evaluation of one or more organs. Fig 1 shows how the user would evaluate each organ in the simulation.

Fig 1 This screenshot corresponds to the organ allocation simulation. In this case, the student is allocating a liver.

The second simulation represents the phase of organ allocation. The trainee is asked to allocate the liver, heart and lungs to the corresponding hospital, taking into account the complex national allocation criteria. The student must demonstrate that he/she can oversee this allocation process by identifying the information that needs to be verified and then offering the organs to the proper hospital. Fig 2 corresponds to the organ allocation simulation.

Fig 2n this screenshot, for this specific donor the heart has already been evaluated as suitable, the pancreas as not suitable and the rest of the organs are still pending evaluation.
B. Testing the simulations

Simulations were tested at the Procurement Management Course in Barcelona in February 2013 with a group of 90 trainees, 33 men and 57 women, including 73 MDs and 17 nurses. Although all trainees were health-care professionals, they were novice in the donation and transplantation processes. Therefore, playing with these simulations while receiving the proper explanation of the logic of the process is how they were intended to learn (learning by doing) [26]. As a way to promote reflection and group discussion, simulations were played in groups of 5 persons that needed to agree on the decision and actions to be carried out in the simulation.

After playing with the simulations, trainees were expected to understand properly the following concepts:

1. What information on the donor case reported to ONT is essential and cannot be missing?
2. What information on the donor case reported to ONT is relevant, but not essential?
3. What kind of errors can lead to an incorrect evaluation of an organ?
4. What are the possible causes of unsuitability of an organ?
5. What information needs to be checked in order to properly allocate an organ?
6. How does one properly select the criteria when allocating an organ?
7. How do time constraints affect these processes?

An evaluation was carried out in this workshop. Trainees completed an evaluation form with three open text questions:

1. Give your opinion on the contribution of the simulations to the learning of the organ deceased donation process.
   - 67% of the participants agreed that the simulations had contributed to helping students learn and better understand the donation and transplantation processes.
   - Among the rest of the answers, it is important to note that 3% of participants stated that simulations had helped them in the systematization of their concepts.

2. Tell us what would you change or improve to make the simulations more useful or engaging.
   - 42% of the trainees requested more visual and remarkable game elements; for example, they asked for a louder sound when the phone rings or for the warnings of the simulation to be more colorful.
   - 14% of the trainees requested a third simulation representing the logistics of transportation.
   - 9% of the participants said that they would like to have more levels of difficulty and another 9% suggested that they needed more time to learn or to be able to finish the simulation properly.
   - Among the rest of the answers, each one representing 2%, the most remarkable were the request of the translation of this game so it can be exportable to other countries and also the request of the inclusion of random calls at the middle of the game to add more stress.

3. Describe your interaction with the simulations. How did you make the decisions? Did you need any guidance?
   - 76% of the trainees said that they made the decisions with full consensus from the rest of the group playing.
   - 90% of the trainees needed help to finish the simulation while playing without supervision, most of them because they got lost and did not know how to advance.

IV. DISCUSSION

These simulations have given the ONT the opportunity to represent its procedures with low-cost computer-based simulations as a way to reinforce and systematize its instructional approach.

Developing healthcare simulations is always a challenge because it is necessary to involve different domain experts (medical personnel, developers) and communication is usually problematic. However, involving these different experts in the simulation development process ensures the educational value and the validity of the content.

Learning some of the steps of the complex process of deceased donation with game-like simulations allows trainees to practice as many times as they want without risking the lives of the recipients and without interrupting the effectiveness and transparency of the process [27], [28]. Moreover, the feedback provided automatically to the trainees by these simulations allows them to learn from their own mistakes and to increase gradually their level of knowledge.

To understand the importance of these simulations, we now focus on the particular case of a new nurse in the ONT Central Office working a typical day. Imagine that he or she makes a clinical mistake when analyzing the donor information page or an allocation mistake and offers a heart to a hospital when there is a high priority recipient compatible in another hospital. Immediately after realizing the error, he or she will experience strong feelings of regret that will probably be very instructive for the next instance. He or she will likely remember this mistake forever, but in that exact moment there will quite certainly be feelings of anxiety and frustration, as well as some other negative consequences. These simulations replicate some of these common errors in a risk-free environment, allowing this nurse to experience the consequences of this kind of mistake without risking efficacy and the lives of the recipients.

With reference to user opinion, we can conclude that most of the participants in the course agreed that the simulation helped them to establish a better understanding of the donation and transplantation process. We need to focus on improving the simulations to make them easier to follow and finish, as most of the students needed guidance while playing on their own. In reference to the improvements suggested by the trainees, we must work to make game elements easier to find and more noteworthy, as this what requested and will
help users avoid getting lost while playing. More levels of difficulty may be included in future versions. The amount of time provided, however, will not be increased, though it was requested, as one of the objectives of the simulations is to show how pressing time is in these kind of processes. In fact, the fact that users requested more time demonstrates that they felt the pressure of time while playing.

Finally, the resulting simulations are editable by using the eAdventure platform, not only by the programmers but also by the medical experts, as no programming is needed. So, if simulations were to be exported other countries, it could be done with some modifications such as replacing the screenshots of the ONT central office or modifying the logic of the allocation criteria simulation if needed.

V. CONCLUSION

ONT has created two simulations to support and improve its educational program. They provide an educational environment in which learning occurs while doing. These interactive simulations have allowed students to learn the demanding process of donation and transplantation while interacting with a simulation of the real environment based on real pictures and videos. This way, players understand complex concepts not easily acquired by simply studying textual procedure descriptions. These simulations provide an active, realistic environment where learning can advance from simple knowledge acquisition towards skill development to evaluate a potential donor and allocate organs [29].

These simulations represent two of the steps in the donation and transplantation process and open the door to more simulations depending on the success of the ones already developed. After internal ONT evaluation and validation by ONT expert nurses, these simulations were used in a workshop in February 2013 in Barcelona for the first time. Trainees used these simulations and subsequently completed an evaluation form expressing their opinions. The results indicate that the simulations helped them to better understand how the ONT works. In addition, several trainees requested the creation of an additional simulation comprising the logistics of organ transportation in order to get a more complete picture of ONT processes.

Subsequent steps in the project include the development of a transport logistics simulation, the aforementioned improvements, and the analysis of how these simulations can be effectively distributed to final users (e.g., integrating the simulations into an e-learning environment such as Moodle or LAMS [30]). In addition, a larger study is being planned that will examine the use of simulations in other courses offered by the ONT in Spain. It is hoped that this study will provide additional data regarding the use and benefits of simulations in actual training settings.
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